
He/him/his: Male pronouns
She/her/hers: Female pronouns
They/them/theirs: Gender-neutral group and singular pronouns
ia : Māori Gender-neutral pronouns
Ze/zir/zirs: Neutral singular pronouns for those not wanting to use they/them/theirs
(not very common in New Zealand – yet)

What Are Gender Pronouns?

Gender pronouns signify how someone would like to be referred to with regards to
their gender identity. Gender goes well beyond a few letters on a driver’s license or
birth certificate, though — it is a core piece of a person’s identity.

Most Common Pronouns

There are a number of personal pronouns used for different groups and identities:

The list of pronouns is evolving, with the above representing some of the most
common ones. Keep this in mind as there’s a chance you’ll encounter new neutral
pronouns. People can also use a combination of these in a range of ways, i.e she/they;
ia/he; she/they/he etc are ok!

Why Gender Pronouns Matter
Gender pronouns are an important part of one’s identity and carry personal and
cultural context. Using the wrong pronoun can be offensive and put someone in a
difficult or awkward situation. You can avoid disrespecting their identity and denying
them a big part of who they are by using their pronouns. 

It’s a common misconception that you can tell someone’s gender by looking at them.
There are no physical constraints to gender, so judging someone by appearance just
doesn't work. 

You can only be certain of someone’s gender pronoun when they’ve told you or made it
clear in another manner. Because pronouns are a personal matter, using the correct
pronoun shows someone you acknowledge and truly respect who they are. The
personal pronoun resources below can help.

How to Use Personal Pronouns Correctly
As we previously touched on, the best way to ensure you use a pronoun correctly is to
ask the person. The question itself needs to be handled properly, as improper phrasing
can carry the wrong implications.
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Avoid putting people on the spot

Don’t make assumptions

Keep mass communications gender-neutral

How do you ask?
When asking someone what pronoun they use, use direct language like “What
pronoun do you use?” Avoid asking which pronoun they “prefer,” as this implies it’s
optional. One might prefer coffee but settle for tea. A pronoun is a core part of
someone’s identity and how they want to be known.

It's ok to feel awkward at first!
You might fear an awkward conversation when asking someone about their pronoun
use, but even a small amount of awkward tension is better than unintentionally
devaluing someone’s identity. If you’re unsure about someone’s pronoun, the
“they/their/them” pronoun is suitable for both singular and plural use.

Strategies for Pronoun Usage in the Workplace
The workplace is a great place to reinforce pronouns, but it’s also easy for them to fall
by the wayside. There are several strategies you can put in place to create a workplace
that creates a sense of belonging for all.

The temptation to go around in a circle and discuss pronouns is likely there. But wait!
You’ll want to avoid putting people on the spot when discussing pronoun usage. Some
people might be uncomfortable voicing their pronouns, while others may be in an
exploratory part of their life and unsure of their personal pronoun.

If you want to include pronouns in an introductory setting, make it clear that it’s
optional. Tell people they can introduce themselves by name, position, and pronoun if
they like. This lets people know it isn’t necessary to voice their pronoun in a public
setting.

Avoid making assumptions about a person’s gender or pronouns. Until someone has
specifically stated their pronoun, use they/them/theirs or ask them directly and in
private what pronoun they use. Assuming a pronoun and identifying someone in a
manner they don’t wish to be identified strips them of their agency and sense of self.

There will be times you need to address your entire team or company. Use gender-
neutral pronouns in communications and large addresses to ensure you’re not
alienating anyone or making any assumptions.
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Include pronouns in email signatures and more

When referencing a group of people, there are a number of gender-neutral ways you
can address them: “Good morning team/colleagues/folks/y’all/everyone.” These
greetings will keep things neutral and prevent anyone from feeling misidentified.
“Ladies and gentlemen” or “guys and gals” can feel exclusionary. Similarly, “salespeople”
or “sales team” is more representative than “sales men.”

Explicitly listing gender pronouns in email signatures, on name tags, on a business
card, linkedin profile, video meeting name, or elsewhere is not just for non-binary
people. It’s helpful for cisgender folks to list their pronouns, because it creates space
and safety for others to list theirs.
You can do this via a simple addition to your existing email signature, like:

Filipo Tonga               Constance Sousa         Ivory Holmes                 Rhianna Chi
(he/him)                      (she/they)                      (they/ia)                           (she/her)
Hiring Manager        Customer Services       Technical Supervisor   Managing Director

If you’re managing a team, you could encourage employees to include their gender
pronouns in their email signatures if they feel comfortable doing so. It’s a good idea not
to mandate pronouns in email signatures, but to simply suggest it as an option for
those comfortable including it. Leading by example can go a long way, so feel free to
start the movement by including your own pronouns in your email signature and
ensure your team have access to this guide and other support resources as required.

Forms, systems, policies and processes
Remember, many people may choose multiple pronouns to best describe their identity.
You should allow multiple options or combinations.  I.e., some people may identify as
she/they or he/she or he/she/they or ia/he and many other combinations. All your
forms, systems and processes should be updated to include the widest range of
pronoun possible - it's time to review and update!

Keep building awareness and understanding
Getting confortable with pronouns is a journey and it takes time. Ensure you keep at it,
don't just try it once and give up. Use International Pronouns Day each year on the 3rd
Wednesday of October as a day to raise awareness, and think about building pronoun
awareness into your induction training and make rainbow awareness training available
to your teams.

For more support, reach out to us at info@pridepledge.co.nz 
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